
Faster internet connections!!
Forward!!
This paper contains my opinions based upon my practical observations since the “mid-naughties” 
together with information in the public domain notably from the excellent kitz.co.uk web site and 
particularly from a number of their highly astute technical commentators; especially baldeagle1, 
burakkucat, ronski and asbokid. Given that this is a complex subject and some data seems to be 
carefully guarded secrets of the suppliers, you are invited to judge for yourselves the value and 
veracity of the information.!!
Introduction!!
This note attempts, mostly in layman’s terms, to explain some of the mystique surrounding 
broadband connections and offers suggestions to overcome some of the more confusing aspects of 
obtaining a faster service.!!
Both Virgin Media, in mainly urban areas only, and BT confusingly describe their products as “Fibre 
Broadband”. They both use fibre-optic (glass) cables BUT ONLY as far as the street cabinets. Virgin 
then have a single coaxial cable, looking like a very fat TV aerial cable, providing a reliable 
connection speed of up to 150 Mbps (Mega bits per second) to many properties along each road. 
BT’s broadband uses many, many individual ageing twisted pair telephone lines to deliver their 
services individually. The BT solution is crucially dependent on good quality short lines ( around 300 
m) between your new green cabinet (where the faster equipment is located) and your property, to 
achieve their best speeds. Sadly many have quite long telephone lines often in a poor state of 
repair. Some longer lines are not offered any service improvement at all. Poor installation practice 
(See Installation procedures below)  complicate matters and often fail to achieve optimum 
broadband performance. Note also that the faster services are usually available at an increased 
cost. Other additional costs charged by Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are sometimes concealed 
with low monthly usage limits.!!
The BT Group are responsible for the delivery of both phone and broadband even though you can 
pay for those services via a number of different service providers. BT Wholesale offer the services 
to many providers but they all rely on BT Openreach to maintain and install new services. Repairs 
are inevitably required so the quality and ease of fault rectification is an important factor when 
selecting an ISP. Unsurprisingly there is reluctance to replace the ageing line plant and BT along 
with other’s lower cost options sometimes suffer with “customer diversion” tactics rather than 
tackling the actual line fault.!!
Discovering availability!!
Surrey CC publish lists of all the postcodes where their subsidised services are usually available 
but exclude the so-called commercial deployment areas. The postcode data includes all properties 
regardless of quality and sometimes even availability. BT Wholesale produce an estimate for those 
lines where they currently provide a service but if you use other suppliers such as Sky and the 
Carphone Warehouse group (TalkTalk, AOL, Tiscali etc.) you must rely on the BT Wholesale 
address check; although the figures are often identical.!!
There are a number of quite serious errors** (See screen shots in BT Wholesale estimator below) 
within the BT Wholesale database so it’s important to verify the estimates where practicable. 
Checking both phone number and address is useful as is checking neighbours' addresses too. If 
you are unfortunate enough to have bad substandard lines the wholesale checker hides the fact 
that your green cabinet is available but useless; although the estimate page does contain the 
phrase “Fibre multicast” (for sport etc.) is available so you can detected that you are excluded. It’s a 
good idea to measure the distance between your property and the green cabinet taking account of 
the line route if it is known. Surrey CC’s valuable interactive mapping utility!!
http://www.surreycc.gov.uk/maps/surrey-interactive-map!

http://www.surreycc.gov.uk/maps/surrey-interactive-map


!
includes a distance measuring tool.!!
BT Wholesale estimator!!
The BT Wholesale estimator can be found here:-!!
www.btwholesale.com/includes/adsl/main.html!!
The speed estimation seems to be based upon existing line quality and distance from the 
Distribution Point or DP. This is the point on the cable where multiple services separate down to 
smaller or single lines fanning out to individual houses. This compromise is reasonably satisfactory 
where the houses are all grouped a short distance away from the DP but it is notoriously bad where 
occasionally several kilometres of single cables continue to a small cluster or a single house.!!
There are strong indications that BT Wholesale have recently increased the threshold to prohibit 
the poorer lines from obtaining any faster service at all. As well as line distance to the green 
cabinet, there are large differences in line quality depending upon the conductor thickness and the 
number of joints sometimes damaged by water ingress and no doubt many other causes. Note also 
that line routings do not always follow the most direct way especially if there has been property 
development since original phone lines were installed. Although very frustrating for the end user, it 
would be quite impossible from a cost viewpoint for BT Openreach to re-wire even a fraction of the 
UK. However if the UK is to prosper the entire country must somehow install true fibre to every 
property. This is probably almost impossible within the current Political and Commercial climate 
except for a few tiny commercial ventures and some quite remarkable rural Community efforts such 
as www.B4RN.org.uk.!!
Also note that the BT Wholesale estimator figures are used to justify no repair activity by BT 
Openreach until the actual speed has deteriorated well below the lowest estimated speed. In some 
cases the estimate is dropped after repair activities have not been so successful, presumably to 
avoid a repeat site visit.!!
If a property does not have any BT phone line, the Wholesale estimator won’t provide any estimate 
at all. In this case the unfortunate resident may have a lot of bother and obfuscation to obtain a 
faster service. Without a BT Wholesale estimate it is usually almost impossible to obtain a faster 
service. One approach is to contact BT Care via twitter!
https://twitter.com/BTCare!
even if you have no intention of selecting a BT retail offering.!!
As a last resort you might be given a helping hand by your MP.!!
The following screen pictures illustrate good and bad estimates and some unfortunates without any 
faster broadband availability. Please note that, with the exception of BT retail, all other ISPs seem 
only to offer forecast estimates using the “impacted line” range B speeds. However all estimates 
are just that, so there is no undertaking to achieve any actual speed which is “determined during 
the first 10 days of service usage.” 

http://www.btwholesale.com/includes/adsl/main.html
https://twitter.com/BTCare


!!!!
William IV Little London maximum estimate as it’s nearly opposite the green cabinet:-!

!!!!!!
BUT here is an obvious error when using the address checker for the William IV!



Here are number checks for two lines in the same house. Guess which one is more likely, given the 
line distance is well over 1 km !!
!

!

!!



Here are address checks on long lines in adjacent buildings!
!

!

!!!!



Here is a line distance / quality-fail estimate without any VDSL / FTTC availability but partially 
hidden from the end user. Th clue is the Fibre Multicast showing the cabinet is enabled.!

!!!
Optimising house wiring!!
Many houses have quite complicated line extensions some of which can be wrongly connected. As 
the faster services are much more fragile it is imperative that the new modem is connected directly 
to the master socket, possibly with a new extension socket, but without any other house wiring 
involved. All extensions must be connected AFTER the new master socket integral filter which 
should be provided as part of the installation. It follows that many problems are best avoided by 
optimising house wiring BEFORE installation day.!!!
Installation procedures!!
BT Openreach often employ subcontractors to install new faster broadband services. Openreach 
engineers themselves are tasked with completing around 6 installations over a wide area in a 
morning so they too can’t be doing a “proper job” yet again resulting in unnecessarily bad line 
performance. (See data example below) Subcontractors are not equipped with any expensive test 
instruments; nor are most trained in their use. The installer’s remit is to observe the DSL (Digital 
Subscriber Line) connection light indicating that the modem has synchronised (i.e. connected) to 
the green cabinet at any speed. The modem and cabinet equipment then observe the line 
performance over a period of at least one day up to the 10 days “training period” BT Wholesale 
quote. Unsurprisingly line speeds rarely improve over time without a BT Openreach repair visit 
which must be arranged by your chosen Internet Service Provider (ISP) after your own 
investigations.!!
Importantly many installers do not examine the end user’s house wiring, which is not BT’s property, 
so can leave the end user ignorant that their house wiring is sometimes  causing severe line 
performance problems. BT Openreach (via your ISP - Internet Service Provider) do offer a line 
improvement service at some cost.!!
Some ISPs provide self-install options where BT Openreach only do the connections in the green 
cabinet so nobody examines the line quality and wiring arrangements but you are entirely 
responsible for the connection of the new modem / router, the house wiring and filters etc.. Given 
the comments in this paper self-install seems a more risky option, perhaps only suitable for those 
close to the green cabinets.!!
BT Openreach provide the (presumably cheaper) Israeli ECI modem but there has been an marked 
improvement for longer lines if the Chinese Huawei modem is used. We think only the Huawei 
modem has had its software upgraded. This might seem trivial but it is important particularly on 



poor quality lines. E.g. One service installed on 30 June produced a set of speed test results of 11.7 
mbps with the ECI modem but a replacement Huawei resulted in a jump to 14.5 Mbps on a line 
estimated at a maximum 26.9 Mbps. However the lower (FTTC Range B) “impacted” estimates only 
10.2 Mbps. It is unclear if BT Openreach will be willing to repair the line.!!!
Modem data example!!
Caution - health warning !! This paragraph contains complex information which is only 
suitable for those with some knowledge of VDSL technology. Perhaps others should skip to 
the BT Openreach maintenance section below.!!
This Peaslake Surrey service of about 1.2 km was installed on 30 June by a BT Openreach 
engineer on loan from Great Yarmouth. The ECI modem produced a throughput speed test 
result demonstrating the service is under-performing, probably due to a bridged tap. This 
would have been quite apparent if a JDSU (or EXFO) test instrument had been used. Sadly 
this was the SIXTH morning appointment with the exhausted engineer running about 30 
minutes late; so it’s hardly surprising that the engineer just has to ignore correct practice 
leaving the customer with a highly substandard service given that the maximum he was 
estimated by BT Wholesale was 26.9 Mbps. It is often very difficult indeed to convince the 
ISP that there is a partial fault requiring rectification.!!!!

� !!



� !!!!
xdslcmd info --pbParams	
xdslcmd: ADSL driver and PHY status	
Status: Showtime	
Retrain Reason:    0	
Last initialization procedure status:    0	
Max:    Upstream rate = 6545 Kbps, Downstream rate = 15024 Kbps	
Bearer:    0, Upstream rate = 6534 Kbps, Downstream rate = 15642 
Kbps	!
Discovery Phase (Initial) Band Plan	
US: (7,32) (871,1205) (1972,2782) 	
DS: (33,859) (1216,1961) (2793,3970) 	
Medley Phase (Final) Band Plan	
US: (7,32) (871,1204) 	
DS: (33,859) (1216,1646) 	
          VDSL Port Details          Upstream          Downstream	
Attainable Net Data Rate:         6545 kbps            15024 kbps	
Actual Aggregate Tx Power:           6.6 dBm             10.3 dBm	
===================================================================
=================	
      VDSL Band Status     U0     U1     U2     U3     U4     D1    
 D2     D3	



  Line Attenuation(dB):    8.8    49.6    N/A    N/A    N/A   
21.2   61.4    N/A    	
Signal Attenuation(dB):    8.8    48.8    N/A    N/A    N/A   
30.2   61.0    N/A    	
        SNR Margin(dB):    6.2    6.0     N/A    N/A    N/A   
5.9    5.9     N/A    	
         TX Power(dBm):   -1.9    5.8     N/A    N/A    N/A   
8.7    5.4     N/A	!!



�
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BT Openreach maintenance!!
Even a casual observer can see that the Public Switched Telephone network is not being 
adequately maintained in some cases. The BT Group only have a “Universal Service Obligation” for 
a phone line; all domestic broadband services are only provided on a best endeavours basis.!!
Lash-up of rotting duct containing at least a 100 pr cable and two fibre services. It took three 
attempts to get this “ temporary repair” done in 2011 which remains; meanwhile the fibre line rental 
of around £100,000 p.a. is still collected.!

!!



1980’s style BT DP pole box!!
!

!!
This joint sleeve in Shophouse lane is nearly 2 km from the cabinet!
! !!!!!!



Apart from the unsightly mess, there are worrying signs that plant maintenance is being seriously 
neglected. Derelict electricity poles become an increasing hazard as they are left to rot. It is not 
known whether there is an insufficient maintenance budget, or whether BT refuse to pay a sufficient 
wayleave cost. There are many similar poles throughout the area, well into double figures!

!!!!!!
! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



Lash-up in Coneyhurst lane connecting an old concentric cable to a single span of modern 20 pr. !
A lot of time would have been saved had they replaced all.  This left 8 residential lines totally 
disconnected for 20 days before being fixed by a loan team from Croydon lacking local knowledge.!!!!



Cranleigh pair tracing on a crippled old cable. Each loop is usually the mark of a faulty pair. These 
are all too often the route of higher frequency broadband signals too. 



These pictures are of older green cabinets with the new link cables to fibre cabinets. There are 
more modern and better organised ones too ! This is an old cabinet contents inserted into a new re-
sleeved cabinet together with the double columns of tie cables to the new fibre cabinet. Note the 
broken screws in the left centre section!

!



Here is an original smaller cabinet again fitted with new tie cable columns but unchanged existing 
wiring! ! !
!

!!



Finally this is a more modern Virgin Media cabinet clearly illustrating their more reliable coaxial 
cable distribution. When a new service is required one of the caps is replaced with the new local 
cable without affecting anything else. Note the entirely separate telephone cables in the blue 
connectors!
 



Shere Exchange green cabinet locations!!
Cabinet 1 Opposite the Gomshall petrol station!
Cabinet 2 Hound House railway bridge above Shere!
Cabinet 3 nearly opposite the William IV in Little london!
Cabinet 4 outside Weston House Albury!
Cabinet 5 Near the Village Hall in Shere!
Cabinet 6 Brook Hill, Farley Green on the first bend!!!!
Modem speed operation!!
Discovering how a broadband modem operates is not an easy task as there are many complex 
factors involved. Some aspects involve the Dynamic Line Management (DLM) function which 
attempts to maintain an optimum speed but that can be confounded if an intermittent line fault is 
present. DLM will then reduce the line’s performance in an attempt to maintain a stable connection.!
Matters are made even worse as BT Openreach lock their modems down so the end user is unable 
to monitor the line condition in sufficient detail. Most users are probably limited to recording speed 
tests at various times of the day and night. However a specialist is able to unlock Huawei HG 612 
modems giving access to vast amounts of data recorded continuously. The BT Group also have 
access to similar data available for every line connected through one of the new cabinets. BT 
Openreach engineers have test instruments allowing them access to some of the parameters, but 
not usually over long periods necessary to investigate intermittent noise-induced problems.!!!!
Longer term solutions!!
I hope it is now quite obvious that the only practical solution for rural areas is to install true fibre to 
the home:-!!
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.
607694749337687.1073741890.105319176241916&type=1!!
Once the current speed capacity is exhausted for urban areas fibre cables could replace the coaxial 
ones with ducts to almost every property in the Virgin Media footprint.

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.607694749337687.1073741890.105319176241916&type=1

